Mass sum rules for meson multiplets derived from exotic commutators may be written for complex masses. Then the real parts give the well known mass formulae (GM-O, Schwinger, Ideal) and the imaginary ones give the corresponding sum rules for total hadronic widths. The masses and widths of the meson nonets submit to a definite orders. It thus follows that tables of the meson nonets should include information about masses, widths and the orders as well as the mixing angle. The width sum rule for the nonet complying with Schwinger mass formula may be depicted as a straight line in the (m, Γ) plane. It is easily verifiable and satisfied better for high mass nonets.
Introduction
The particle width is one of its main characteristics as much important as mass and discreet quantum numbers. It tells us something different than the mass and sometimes it may tell more: the widths of the particles with similar masses may differ by many orders; then the widths inform us first which interactionstrong, electromagnetic or weak is responsible for their decay. For hadronic decays the differences are not so big, but usually are of the same order as mass differences. Therefore they merit attention.
The difficulty with the widths within the meson multiplet is that they are in a sense accidental. Indeed, selection rules may suppress more or less the decay of a particular particle thus destroying any given regularity. Such an effect should be especially transparent in low mass multiplets where for some particle two-body decays are forbidden and many-body decays are suppressed (e.g. ω-meson). For more massive multiplets, where many decay channels are opened, we may expect better agreement. However the prediction may be interesting in any case.
Sum rules for nonets
The approach is based on the technique of exotic commutators [1] . The following system of mass sum rules for a nonet has been obtained [2] :
(1)
Here a, K, z 1 , z 2 stand for the mass squared of the isotriplet, isodublet and isoscalar physical mesons respectively (z 1 < z 2 by choice), z 8 is the GM-O mass squared, b = 2K − a and the real coefficients l 1 , l 2 are introduced by the equation: |z 8 = l 1 |z 1 + l 2 |z 2 . The known mass formulae for a nonet follow from eqs. (1)-(4). Eqs. (1)-(4) may be considered for complex massesM
is now nonhermitean, but it can be diagonalized and has orthogonal eigenfunctions. We use for the masses squared the notations: a, K, x 1 , x 2 , x 8 , b and for the appropriate imaginary parts the notations: α, κ, y 1 , y 2 , y 8 ,
, which are their modula squared, are real.
The real parts of the masses squared satisfy usual mass formula and the imaginary ones give the sum rules for the widths.
For GM-O nonet (follows from eqs. (1), (2)) we find
For Schwinger nonet (follows from eqs. (1)- (3)) we have
and separate equations for the real and imaginary parts of the mass operator:
For these nonets only two mass orders are allowed and two widths orders for each of them:
a < x 1 < b < x 2 ; α > y 1 > β > y 2 ; or α < y 1 < β < y 2 (9)
Both mass orders are observed [3] . Some of the well established Schwinger nonets are collected in the Table 1 . For the Ideal nonet (folows from eqs. (1)- (4)) we have
If we apply eqs. (1)- (3) to the octet states (l 2 1 = 1, l 2 2 = 0) we get degenerate octet (all mases and widths identical). Degenerate multiplets (octets(?), nonets(?)) do exist. They are shown in the Table 2 .
The formula (6) shows that the points (m 
